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what is this sannyas ?

total acceptance of the world

live sannyas in the world

it is far more difficult than escaping to the mountains

it is a test to be in the world

can you love here ?

can you live here ?

can you spread your joy here ?

then…you have achieved !

sannyas is of the world

no escape…a total acceptance

question    can you explain the kundalini ? what does it mean ? 

what is the phenomenon of kundalini ?

mamma mia !! oh no !!

tonight have a good sleep

have a deep sleep

everything that is within you will arise

if you can learn to have a deep sleep

all your treasures will come in front of you

just learn how to sleep deep…total

all kundalini fundalini gone

strange thing

when people are awake they are looking for truth

everybody is awake and looking for truth 

but this mind…this body is the problem

you cannot find the truth

because you are in the middle of it

go to sleep…disappear 

and let us see what happens when you are not present

because you are in deep sleep

people may be unconscious in their conditioning

but everybody has the right and the freedom 

to claim the inner search of truth

all religiousness is one

this humanity is one

we need to understand the beauty of all who search

we should not be egoistic

that this is my religion

it is a religiousness

it can beat in every heart

every being

it is important

i do not want to say that only osho sannyas is the ultimate

it is but it is only ultimate if you can bridge with everybody

if you can create that bridge in your heart

then your sannyas is deeper

we do not isolate ourselves from humanity

somebody was telling me today

that according to the vedic way of sannyas

you have to give up the world

we do not give up anything

we add more to it

we add a beauty to the world

we add a dance to the world

we add our love to the world

we add our compassion to the world

we do not want to run from the world

we are the world 

we are here to live

and we do not deny anything

we are not here to deny but to accept 
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